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US Senators Meet with Jewish Leaders in Semi-
secret Annual Event
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An article in the Times of  Israel  reports that “Jewish leaders are meeting with Senate
Democrats today.” According to the report, this is an annual event. A quarter of the Senate
was in attendance (see list below).

All  except  one of  the organizations represented by the Jewish leaders  at  the meeting
advocate for Israel.

Several of the organizations participating are focused on preventing the erosion of support
for Israel among Democratic voters. Recent polls show that the large majority of progressive
Americans now support Palestinian human rights.

Many of the meeting participants, both Senators and Jewish leaders, are particularly known
for their pro-Israel work. Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer calls himself a “guardian of
Israel.”

Time, location, & agenda hidden from US voters

The meeting does not seem to have been announced publicly ahead of time, and staffers at
Senate offices contacted for this article were not aware of it.

The chair  for the meeting is  Democratic  Senator Amy Klobuchar of  Minnesota,  a 2020
presidential candidate.

Klobuchar is a strong Israel supporter and announces on her website that she supported the
$38  billion  package  to  Israel.  (This  amounts  to  about  $7,000  to  Israel  per  minute;
approximately $20,000 per Israeli family of four.)

Klobuchar’s  office  would  not  reveal  the  location  or  time  of  the  meeting.  It  also  would  not
provide the agenda.

The offices of other Senators reportedly participating in the meeting that were contacted for
this  article  –  Tim Kaine,  Patty  Murray,  and Chris  Koons –  also refused to provide this
information to the American public.

Jewish Insider terms the event “Meeting of Machers” (wheeler dealers).

Nathan Diament, Executive Director for Public Policy for the Jewish Orthodox Union, posted a
photo about the meeting on his Twitter account (see above), but didn’t clarify when the
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photo was taken.

Following are the meeting’s participants, according to Jewish Insider:

Senators:

Amy Kloburchar (D-MN)

Chuck Schumer (D-NY),

Ben Cardin (D-MD),

Tim Kaine (D-VA),

Chris Coons (D-DE),

Bob Menendez (D-NJ),

Patty Murray (D-WA),

Jacky Rosen (D-NV),

Ed Markey (D-MA),

Michael Bennet (D-CO),

Richard Blumenthal (D-CT),

Maria Cantwell (D-WA),

Tom Carper (D-DE),

Bob Casey (PA),

Catherine Cortez Masto (D-NV),

Dick Durbin (D-IL),

Maggie Hassan (D-NH),

Mazie Hirono (D-HI),

Chris Murphy (D-CT),

Patty Murray (D-CT),

Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH),

Debbie Stabenow (D-MI),

Tom Udall (D-NM),

Chris Van Hollen (D-MD)
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Ron Wyden (D-OR).

The Jewish leaders

AIPAC’s Howard Kohr

J Street’s Jeremy Ben Ami

ADL’s Jonathan Greenblatt,

JNFA’s Mark Wilf

Conference of President’s Arthur Stark

Democratic Majority for Israel’s Mark Mellman

Jewish Democratic Council of America’s Ron Klein

Israel Policy Forum’s Susie Gelman

The Rabbinical Assembly’s Rabbi Julie Schonfeld

Union for Reform Judaism’s Rabbi Rick Jacobs

Orthodox Union’s Avi Katz

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society’s Mark Hetfield

National Coalition Supporting Eurasian Jewry’s Mark B. Levin

Jewish Women International’s Loribeth Weinstein

Jewish Council for Public Affairs’ David Bernstein

Bend the Arc’s Stosh Cotler  (Unlike the other organizations represented at the meeting,
Bend the Arc has not taken a public stand on Israel-Palestine. A member of Bend the Arc’s
executive board, Howard Welinsky, is active in AIPAC and chairs Democrats for Israel, Los
Angeles. Stosh Cotler, on the other hand, once demonstrated against Israeli policies.)

Millions more dollars to “nonprofits”

JTA Washington DC bureau chief Ron Kampeas reports in his email  news letter that in
addition  to  discussing  Israel  and  antisemitism,  “The  Orthodox  Union  and  the  Jewish
Federations of North America talked up legislation that would increase funding for security
grants to nonprofits. A bill under consideration in the Senate ups the current $50 million to
$70 million, and one in the House brings it to $90 million.”

A 2014 article in the Jewish Forward reported that Jewish institutions got 94 percent of such
grants.

 

*
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

This article has been updated based on the Jewish Insider article’s update after the meeting,
which listed more Senators than originally listed. It has also been updated with information
from JTA’s The Tell email report, by Ron Kampeas. Although the meeting is now being called
“off the record,” it appears that Jewish Insider had access to it and has provided some
details here.

Alison Weir is executive director of If Americans Knew, president of the Council for the
National Interest, and author of Against Our Better Judgment: The Hidden History of How the
U.S. Was Used to Create Israel.
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